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Abstract. The study is based on the data obtained as a result of soil screening in the city of Noyabrsk, Russia. A comparison 
of two types of neural networks most commonly used in this type of research was carried out: multi-layer perceptron 
(MLP), generalized regression neural network (GRNN), and a combined MLP and ordinary kriging approach (MLPRK) 
for predicting the spatial distribution of the chemical element Chromium (Cr) in the surface layer of the urbanized territory. 
The model structures were developed using computer modeling, based on minimizing of a root mean squared error (RMSE). 
As input parameters, the spatial coordinates were used, and the concentration of Cr - as the output. The hybrid MLPRK 
approach showed the best prognostic accuracy. 
INTRODUCTION 
For predicting the spatial distribution of impurities on the basis of a limited sample, geostatistics methods (e.g., 
kriging) is most widely used [1], [2]. Nevertheless, for a number of reasons it is often impossible to collect the number 
of samples necessary for correct prediction. This is especially true for places with a strong heterogeneity of the 
simulated environment. Modeling under such conditions requires a more efficient method. 
One of these methods is prediction based on artificial neural networks (ANN). The main advantage of this approach 
is the ability to train the network for a specific task, which makes this approach very flexible. The most widely used 
learning method is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [3]. In studies [4], [5] the high universality of ANN is shown. 
Nowadays, this method has been used to create models for solving environmental problems [6]–[9]. 
Among the various types of ANN, multilayer perceptron (MLP) is most often used in studies related to 
environmental pollution [10]–[13]; most of them show the superiority of MLP over geostatistical and deterministic 
methods. 
Generalized regression neural networks (GRNNs) are also often used in similar studies. GRNNs are used as 
interpolators and are known as universal function approximants that can approximate any continuous nonlinear 
function [14]. 
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ANN-based models perfectly identify trends, but hardly distinguish between small variations in the simulated trait 
[15]. The combination of different approaches makes it possible to improve the accuracy of forecasting. For example, 
hybrids ANN and kriging have been used successfully in studies [16]–[18]. 
In this paper, we compare a hybrid model combining ANN and kriging (MLPRK) and two models based on ANN 
(MLP, GRNN) to predict the concentrations of the chemical element Cr in the upper soil layer of the city of Noyabrsk, 
Russia. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Data for the study were obtained from the results of the soil survey in Noyabrsk (N63.1926°, E75.5066°), Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous Okrug (YNAO), Russia (Fig. 1). The area of sampling was approximately 16.5 km2. The spatial 
location of sampling points is shown in (Fig. 1). In total, 237 topsoil samples at a depth of 0.05 m were collected. Cr 
concentration was obtained by a chemical analysis. 
 
FIGURE 1. The sampling area: Noyabrsk city 
 
Preparation of the soil specimens and chemical analysis were conducted in compliance with actual standard 
requirements. The chemical laboratory involved with soil sample preparation and analysis passed through the Russian 
Federal Certification System. The laboratory meets the general requirements for the competence of testing and 
calibration laboratories ISO/IEC 17025:2005. 
MLPRK is a three-step algorithm combining two different interpolation techniques in one ensemble. The first step 
implies estimating large-scale nonlinear trends using neural networks (MLP).The second step is the analysis of the 
stationary residuals by ordinary kriging (exponential model), which is able to provide local estimates. The final step 
is estimation produced as a sum of ANN predictions and ordinary kriging estimates of the residuals. The hybrid 
approach algorithm is shown on Fig. 2. In the work, the ANNs were carried out in MATLAB; the ArcGIS application 
was performed to predict the values by kriging. 
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FIGURE 2. The hybrid approach algorithm 
 
All the samples were randomly split into independent training and test data sets. The training data set (165 samples) 
was used for training the networks and for interpolating the surface pollutant distribution. The test data set (72 samples) 
was used for testing the models only. 
To identify differences in spatial structure, depending on the direction, experimental variograms in various 
directions were applied. In this case, the pairs were selected from the corresponding sector with a given direction, the 
angle of the solution and (at the discretion) the width of the strip, which narrows the search field at great distances. 
To detect anisotropy, it is possible to construct variograms in 4-6 directions (directional variogram). A tool that gives 
an idea on the behavior of the spatial structure is the variogram surface. In case of dependence on the spatial orientation 
of pairs of points on the variogram surface, it may indicate the presence of anisotropy in the data. 
As first ANN type, a feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP) with the Levenberg-Marquardt training method 
was used. The network structure was determined during computer simulation. The input layer of MLP was compiled 
with sampling points; the hidden layer consists of a several neurons, and the output layer represents the element 
concentration in the relevant sample. The selection of the number of neurons in the hidden layer was carried out by 
the lower total root mean squared error (RMSE) (7) of prediction of the element (Cr) concentration for the training 
(165 samples), test (72 samples), and a complete set of data (237 samples). The number of neurons was varied from 
2 to 20. Each network was trained 500 times and the best of them was selected. Network education quality was checked 
by the Spearman’s correlation coefficient, mean absolute error (MAE) (6), and RMSE between the results of the 
network predictions and the training data set. 
As second ANN, GRNN was choosing. The first layer in the GRNN resembles the RBF with the amount of neurons 
that equivalent to the quantity of input vectors. Choosing the SPREAD parameter of the RBF, which is known as a 
smoothing parameter, determines the width of the input area, to which each basis function responds. It is the distance 
from the center of a Gaussian where the value is one-half of the peak value. GRNN network had 165 input neurons 
according to 165 sampling points formed the training data set. During the simulation, the SPREAD parameter varies 
from 0.01 to 0.30 with step 0.01; in total, 300 simulations were done. 
The starting procedure for the residual kriging is the prediction of residual values by the neural network in the test 
points. Residuals in the neural network can be defined as follows: 
 ݎሺݔ௜ሻ ൌ ܼሺݔ௜ሻ െ ஺ܼேேሺݔ௜ሻ, (1) 
where r(xi) are the residuals of data set xi, Z(xi) are the measured values, ZANN(xi) are the values estimated by the 
neural network. The resulting residuals were estimated using kriging. Evaluation in ordinary kriging (OK) is 
constructed as a linear combination of input data: 
 ݎை௄ሺݔሻ ൌ σߣ௜ ݎሺݔ௜ሻ, (2) 
where rOK is the estimated value at the point x using OK, λi(x) are the optimal weights with the condition Σλi = 1, 
and r(xi) is the residual of the neural network for the point xi. The OK in ArcGIS application was used in order to 
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predict the research field’s residuals. The final evaluation of the pollutant content Y(xi) was obtained as the sum of the 
neural network evaluation and residuals evaluation by kriging: 
 ܻሺݔ௜ሻ ൌ ஺ܼேேሺݔ௜ሻ ൅ ݎை௄ሺݔ௜ሻ. (3) 
The methods proposed in the study were verified by comparison with a stochastic interpolation method cokriging. 
We also compared the accuracy of predictions. 
The performance of prediction models was based on the model error statistics. The predictive accuracy of each 
selected approach was verified by the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient r, MAE (6) and RMSE (7) between the 
prediction and raw data from the training data set. 
 
 ܯܣܧ ൌ σ ȁ௭೘೚೏ሺ௫೔ሻି௭ሺ௫೔ሻȁ೙೔సభ ௡ , (4) 
 ܴܯܵܧ ൌ ටσ ሺ௭೘೚೏ሺ௫೔ሻି௭ሺ௫೔ሻሻమ೙೔సభ ௡ , (5) 
where zmod(xi) is a predicted concentration (ANNs, cokriging), z(xi) is a measured concentration, n is a number of 
points. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The descriptive statistics of Cr concentration are shown in the Table 1. 
TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics of the modeled element (Cr), mg/kg. 
Element Min Max Mean SD CV Skewness Kurtosis Median 
Cr 16.6 140 62.4 24.2 0.39 0.81 0.44 58.8 
 
Table1 shows that Cr concentration has a positively skewed and platykurtic distribution type. The Cr 
concentrations in all sampling points were from 16.6 to 140 mg/kg, with an average value of 62.4 mg/kg and a standard 
deviation of 24.2 mg/kg. Due to the skewness of the distribution, the median value (58.8 mg/kg) is more representative 
of the average Cr content in the study area than the arithmetic mean. The result of the Chi-Square test shows that this 
variable is close to normal distribution (p=0.18). 
Direction variograms are constructed in six directions (0°, 30°, 60°, 90°, 120° and 150°) (Fig. 3a) to demonstrate 
differences in the spatial structure. In all these directions the anisotropy of the raw data is invisible on the variograms 
(Fig. 3(a)) and on the variogram surface (Fig. 3(b)). 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
FIGURE 3. Variograms in six directions (a); variogram surface for Cr concentration (b) 
 
The final configuration of the MLP network was 2-6-1, what means that the hidden layer contains 6 neurons (see 
Fig. 4). For networks training 165 sampling points formed the training data set that was applied. 
During the simulation for GRNN building, the SPREAD parameter varies from 0.01 to 0.30 with step 0.01; in 
total, 300 simulations were done. The minimal RMSE was achieved with SPREAD parameter of 0.035 (see Fig. 5). 
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FIGURE 4. MLP framework selection based on RMSE minimization: root mean square error (RMSE) of the neural network for 
test, training and overall data under different neuron number in the hidden layer for Cr 
 
FIGURE 5. GRNN framework selection based on RMSE minimization: root mean square error (RMSE) of the neural network 
for test data under different spread parameter of the network for Cr 
TABLE 2. Accuracy assessment indices of the Cr concentration. 
Method Spearman’s rank 
correlation coefficient 
RMSE, mg/kg MAE, mg/kg  
MLP 0.41 19.0 14.7 
GRNN 0.09 20.0 15.0 
MLPRK 0.42 18.8 14.8 
 
Table 2 shows the parameters used to compare the performance of the different methods (the best values 
demonstrated by MLP-based models are in bold). MLP and MLPRK have shown increase in modeling accuracy 
comparing to GRNN. MLP-based models had smaller RMSE and MAE than GRNN (about 5% and 2% improvement). 
The basic GRNN model demonstrated an unexpectedly low correlation coefficient. This means that the method cannot 
be applied for modeling in our case. Application of the hybrid approach (MLPRK) gives an increase in the accuracy 
of prediction, which corresponds to [19]. 
The MLPRK model reproduces the spatial structure of the Cr distribution quite well. Well-trained MLP neural 
network model all structured information. Directional variograms for the residuals demonstrate a pure nugget-effect 
that is the absence of a spatial correlation (Fig. 6) 
Estimated values at the respective sample sites are shown by various methods and linear regressions with Spearman 
rank correlation coefficients r (Fig. 7). Evaluation of ANN residues by ordinary kriging allows smoothing high and 
low values of chemical element concentrations, which allows to improve the accuracy of forecasting. 
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FIGURE 6. Variograms for residuals in directions for MLPRK 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
FIGURE 7. Comparison of different prediction approaches; r is a Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient; (a) MLP, (b) GRNN, 
(c) MLPRK 
CONCLUSION 
Comparison of different types of ANN for predicting the distribution of Cr concentration in the surface layer of 
the soil of an urbanized area revealed the advantage of models based on MLP. Evaluation of ANN residuals using 
ordinary kriging reduces ANN prediction errors and improves the accuracy of models. 
The results confirm the possibility of hybrid ANN-kriging methods, which can be used to increase the accuracy of 
modeling in areas that are characterized by high heterogeneity. We assume that the use of additional variables (not 
just spatial coordinates) that have a significant correlation with the predicted variable, for example, the concentration 
of joint elements, geographic data, etc., can improve the predictive ability of ANN-based models. 
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